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Principal Hugoniot, reverberating wave, and mechanical reshock measurements
of liquid deuterium to 400 GPa using plate impact techniques

M. D. Knudson, D. L. Hanson, J. E. Bailey, C. A. Hall, J. R. Asay,* and C. Deeney
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185-1181, USA

~Received 8 October 2003; revised manuscript received 13 January 2004; published 29 April 2004!

The high-pressure response of cryogenic liquid deuterium (LD2) has been studied to pressures of;400 GPa
and densities of;1.5 g/cm3. Using intense magnetic pressure produced by the Sandia National LaboratoriesZ
accelerator, macroscopic aluminum or titanium flyer plates, several mm in lateral dimensions and a few
hundred microns in thickness, have been launched to velocities in excess of 22 km/s, producing constant
pressure drive times of approximately 30 ns in plate impact, shock wave experiments. This flyer plate tech-
nique was used to perform shock wave experiments onLD2 to examine its high-pressure equation of state.
Using an impedance matching method, Hugoniot measurements ofLD2 were obtained in the pressure range of
;22– 100 GPa. Results of these experiments indicate a peak compression ratio of approximately 4.3 on the
Hugoniot. In contrast, previously reported Hugoniot states inferred from laser-driven experiments indicate a
peak compression ratio of approximately 5.5–6 in this same pressure range. The stiff Hugoniot response
observed in the present impedance matching experiments was confirmed in simultaneous, independent mea-
surements of the relative transit times of shock waves reverberating within the sample cell, between the front
aluminum drive plate and the rear sapphire window. The relative timing was found to be sensitive to the
density compression along the principal Hugoniot. Finally, mechanical reshock measurements ofLD2 using
sapphire, aluminum, anda-quartz anvils were made. These results also indicate a stiff response, in agreement
with the Hugoniot and reverberating wave measurements. Using simple model-independent arguments based
on wave propagation, the principal Hugoniot, reverberating wave, and sapphire anvil reshock measurements
are shown to be internally self-consistent, making a strong case for a Hugoniot response with a maximum
compression ratio of;4.3– 4.5. The trends observed in the present data are in very good agreement with
severalab initio models and a recent chemical picture model forLD2 , but in disagreement with previously
reported laser-driven shock results. Due to this disagreement, significant emphasis is placed on the discussion
of uncertainties, and the potential systematic errors associated with each measurement.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.144209 PACS number~s!: 64.30.1t, 62.50.1p
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I. INTRODUCTION

The past several years have seen a significant intere
the high-pressure response of hydrogen and its isotopes.
is primarily due to the unexpected dynamic response of
uid deuterium (LD2) inferred from laser-driven experimen
by Da Silvaet al.1 and Collinset al.2 In their work, it was
reported that the maximum shock compression ofLD2 along
the principal Hugoniot exceeds sixfold, which is significan
higher than the;fourfold maximum shock compression pr
dicted by the widely used and accepted theoretical mode
the time.3–5 This increase in limiting shock compression,
legitimate, would have significant impact across a broad
entific spectrum; it would influence capsule design for in
tial confinement fusion~ICF! studies, it would alter our fun-
damental understanding of the formation of the giant plan
and it would also question our theoretical understanding
the most prominent, and simplest, element in the unive
Since these initial reports, hydrogen and deuterium h
been the focus of numerous experimental and theore
studies in an attempt to explain this apparent anomaly.

As of this writing, there is yet no clear answer to th
discrepancy in the high-pressure response of hydrogen. A
the initial publications from Da Silvaet al.1 and Collins
et al.,2 Mostovychet al. reported an independent confirm
tion of the enhanced compression based on a mecha
0163-1829/2004/69~14!/144209~20!/$22.50 69 1442
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reshock technique in laser-driven experiments.6,7 Shortly
thereafter, our group at Sandia National Laboratories~SNL!
reported experimental results using a plate-impact imp
ance matching technique that are inconsistent with the la
driven results; rather, our results indicate a maximum co
pression along the principal Hugoniot of;4.3-fold.8 Later,
we reported an independent confirmation of our Hugon
results based on a reverberating wave technique.9 Finally,
more recent results from Russian investigators, obtained
ing a convergent geometry technique to achieve shock p
sures up to;100 GPa,10–12 agree with the stiffer Hugonio
response reported by our group. Meanwhile, experime
efforts are continuing at the Omega laser facility at the U
versity of Rochester to obtain reshock and impedance ma
ing Hugoniot data using laser driven shock wave loading13

We also note that in a recent publication Nellis14 critically
examined the differences between the laser-driven1,2 and
magnetically driven flyer plate results.8 He argued that the
stiffer Hugoniot response is expected forLD2, based on the
universal behavior of other low-Z diatomic liquids undergo-
ing single-shock compression and molecular dissociation

On the theoretical front, publications have come out
support of both the stiff and soft Hugoniot response. Notab
nearly all of the first principlesab initio based models seem
to be converging toward a stiff response at high pressu
Recent publications describing path-integral Monte Ca
©2004 The American Physical Society09-1
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~PIMC!15,16 and several variations of finite temperature~FT!
density functional theory~DFT! ~Refs. 17–23! show consis-
tency with a stiff Hugoniot response, in relatively goo
agreement with the SNL and Russian results, as well as
earlier chemical picture models.3–5 The one exception is the
results of Gygi and Galli24 where a Car-Parrinello techniqu
was used in a quantum molecular dynamics~QMD! simula-
tion of shock wave propagation through aLD2 sample. En-
hanced compressions, along with departures from the B
Oppenheimer surface, were observed for large values of
artificial fictitious mass, a free parameter used to accele
convergence in equilibrium Car-Parrinello simulations. T
led to the suggestion that nonequilibrium effects could h
influenced the observations of the laser groups. It should
noted that this result is somewhat controversial given tha
physical picture has been presented to relate these depa
from the Born-Oppenheimer surface to actual nonadiab
effects. To the best of our knowledge the only other mod
for LD2 that exhibit such a soft response, commensurate w
the laser-driven results, are a few of the chemical pict
models.25–30

The persistence of this discrepancy is largely due to
difficulty of the experiments. In particular, the relevant pre
sure levels are sufficiently high, above the pressures att
able through explosively driven31 or gas gun techniques,32–34

that only a few facilities in the world can address this iss
experimentally. These include large lasers facilities, theZ
accelerator, and spherically convergent high explosive s
tems in Russia. Furthermore, the high shock compressio
LD2 requires that experimental observables be meas
with extreme accuracy—a requirement that is difficult
achieve, given the sample sizes in these experiments are
cally small in order to reach the necessary energy densi
These experimental difficulties complicate an accurate de
mination of density compression using traditional Hugon
pressure-density measurements, and have led to the dev
ment of complementary measurement techniques in an
tempt to discern the limiting shock compression ofLD2.
Examples of these techniques are the reshock technique
implemented by Mostovychet al.,6,7 and the recently devel
oped reverberating wave technique, first implemented by
group.9,35,36However, direct comparisons of results from t
different techniques is difficult because, with few exceptio
these various techniques have not previously been perfor
on the same experimental platform.

As a step towards remedying this situation, in this pa
we discuss a comprehensive study of the high-pressure
chanical response ofLD2, using a plate-impact techniqu
developed at the SandiaZ accelerator. A combination of tra
ditional impedance matching Hugoniot measurements, re
berating wave measurements, and reshock measurem
have been made over a pressure range of;20– 400 GPa. In
the most recent experiments, these measurements wer
tained not only on the same experimental platform, but d
ing the same experiment, thus enabling detailed comparis
and consistency checks to be made. The results of these
ous measurements are shown to be internally self-consis
and further support the conclusion thatLD2 exhibits a maxi-
mum compression of;4.3– 4.5 on the Hugoniot, in goo
14420
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agreement with mostab initio models and the chemical pic
ture models that predict a stiff Hugoniot response. In parti
lar, the results reported here are shown to be in exceptio
agreement with a recent FT-DFT model by Desjarlais23 and a
recent complete revision of the Sesame 72 chemical pic
model by Kerley, which will be referred to as the ‘‘Kerle
03’’ model.37,38

Section II provides a description of the experimen
method used to perform the high-pressure study ofLD2.
Experimental results for each of the three experimental te
niques are separately discussed in Sec. III. Section IV p
vides a summary of results for the high-pressure respons
LD2, with an emphasis on the observed internal consiste
between the methods. Detailed discussions regarding un
tainties and potential systematic errors associated with
measurements are given in Sec. V and in the Appendix.
main conclusions are summarized in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Dynamic high-pressure experiments were performed
planarLD2 samples using flyer plate impact techniques d
veloped at the SandiaZ accelerator.39 The flyer plates com-
prise the anode of the short-circuit load at the center of thZ
accelerator~see Figs. 1 in Ref. 41!. The interaction of the
current density and magnetic field produced in the insulat
gap results in a time-dependent pressure historyP(t) that is
applied to the inner surface of the flyer plate. In the pres
experiments,P(t) increases approximately linearly over
;200 ns rise time, resulting in an impulsive ramp load th
provides momentum to the anode, launching it as an ef
tive flyer plate to a prescribed velocity.

Typically, four aluminum anode panels are arranged ab
a central, square, or rectangular stainless steel cathode
forming a symmetric anode-cathode gap (A-K gap!. A short
circuit is created between the anode panels and cathode
through a shorting cap at the top of the coaxial load. Ea
anode panel becomes a flyer plate; this is achieved by
chining the entire current carrying portion of the aluminu
anode panel to a prescribed thickness of 800–900mm. To
retain rigidity, and to allow the panels to be assembled
gether, the flyer frame is attached to a panel back~see Fig. 1
in Ref. 41!. The panel back also allows for mounting of th
experimental target at a prescribed distance from the fl
plate, which is typically;3 – 4 mm. An alternate configura
tion employs a thinner aluminum plate that acts as a drive
launch a separate, embedded titanium flyer. The current
rying surface of each panel and the impact surface of
flyer are flat to ;200 nm and parallel to;2 mm with
;20 nm surface finishes. Each panel back can hold
separate targets, allowing up to eight simultaneous sh
wave experiments during a single firing of the accelerato

The square geometry produces a peak magnetic pres
of ;100 GPa, which is capable of launching aluminum fl
ers up to a maximum velocity of;16 km/s and titanium
flyers up to a maximum velocity of;14 km/s. The rectan-
gular or slab geometry, which increases the current densi
the expense of two flyer plates, produces a peak magn
pressure of;250 GPa, which is capable of launching alum
9-2
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PRINCIPAL HUGONIOT, REVERBERATING WAVE, AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 144209 ~2004!
num flyers up to a maximum velocity of;25 km/s and tita-
nium flyers up to a maximum velocity of;22 km/s. Further
details concerning the launch of the flyer plate and the q
ity of the resulting impact can be found in Refs. 40–43.

The necessary cryogenic capability was provided by
expendable cryocell containing theLD2 sample, which was
connected to a survivable cryostat.44 The cryocell consisted
of an aluminum drive plate and an optically transparent w
dow housed within an OFHC copper body. The cell dime
sions were determined with copper reference spacers,
dimensions of which were measured prior to assembly us
interferometric techniques, accurate to;1 mm. The dimen-
sions of theLD2 cell at cryogenic temperatures were det
mined from the interferomteric measurements and the kno
thermal expansions of the cell materials.45,46The uncertainty
in the linear thermal expansion correction at all temperatu
for all of the materials is small, typically;3%, so the un-
certainty in the original length measurement at room te
perature dominates.47 The final accuracy in the cell dimen
sions was better than 1%.

Two types ofLD2 sample cells were used, shown sch
matically in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. Initial experiments used a
stepped aluminum drive plate, with nominal thicknesses
200 and 500mm. This producedLD2 samples with dimen-
sions of;600 and;300mm in thickness and;5 mm in

FIG. 1. Experimental configuration used to obtain EOS data
LD2 . ~a! Hugoniot and reverberating wave measurements and~b!
Hugoniot, reverberating wave, and reshock measurements. Not
drawing is not to scale. Inset shows fiber arrangement in each
bundle.
14420
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diameter. In these experiments the stepped drive plate
utilized in order to obtain additional data regarding t
shocked state of the aluminum. In later experiments
stepped drive plates were replaced by flat aluminum dr
plates of ;250mm thickness. This was done in order
obtain other experimental data in addition to the princip
Hugoniot; in particular reshock measurements required a
drive plate in order to minimize side perturbations. The
later experiments also utilized a modified back windo
which will be referred to as a composite window. The ba
portion of the composite window, which made the seal w
the cryocell body, was a sapphire window of;500mm
thickness. The front portion of the composite window,
contact with theLD2, consisted of a;250mm thick bonded
plate of sapphire,a quartz, or a combination of LiF and
aluminum@see Fig. 1~b!#. In each case, the central portion
the window provided a reflective surface at the interface
tween the front and back window materials. This was eit
an aluminized coating on the sapphire ora quartz, or the
aluminum sample itself. Adjacent to the reflective surfa
there was diagnostic access into the cell. This was provi
either by LiF samples of similar thickness to the aluminu
or by uncoated regions of the sapphire ora-quartz windows.
In these later experiments theLD2 sample was;550mm in
thickness and;5 mm in diameter.

The LD2 samples were obtained by condensing high p
rity deuterium gas in the cryocell.44 Prior to cooling, and
after several filling and purging cycles to ensure trace atm
spheric gases were not present, the cell was filled with h
purity deuterium gas to 18 psi. The cell was then cooled
its equilibrium temperature of approximately 15 K. A resi
tive heater, controlled by a temperature sensor in a feedb
loop, was used to heat the cell and maintain a temperatur
;22.060.1 K. This process produced a quiescent liqu
sample below the boiling point of;24.5 K, with a nominal
initial density of 0.167 g/cm3. The typical uncertainty in ini-
tial density was;0.4%. The temperature of the cell wa
monitored via two silicon diode temperature sensors, one
which provided the feedback to the heater controller. Prio
the experiment onZ, each cell was tested in an off-lin
vacuum chamber to detect any leaks. During this test,
temperature of the cell was cycled through the boiling a
melt temperatures of deuterium several times to calibrate
temperature sensors. Once in theZ accelerator, the cell was
again cycled through the boiling and melt temperatures
verify the temperature calibration determined in the pr
cooling test.

Planar shock waves were generated by impact of eithe
aluminum~6061-T6! or titanium~Ti-Al6V4 ! flyer plate onto
the aluminum drive plate at the front of the cell. The recta
gular flyer plate, approximately 12325 mm in lateral dimen-
sion by;300mm in effective thickness,40–43,48was acceler-
ated across a nominal 3–4 mm vacuum gap by the magn
field. Titanium flyer velocities in excess of 22 km/s we
achieved, capable of generating shock states to;700 GPa in
the aluminum drive plate and transmitting up to;100 GPa
shock waves into theLD2 sample. The flyer plate velocity
was directly measured using conventional veloc
interferometry49 ~VISAR, velocity interferometer system fo

r

the
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KNUDSON, HANSON, BAILEY, HALL, ASAY, AND DEENEY PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 144209 ~2004!
any reflector! to a typical accuracy of;0.5– 1%. However,
in some cases the quality of the VISAR signal resulted i
somewhat lower accuracy of;2 – 3%. The velocity was
measured using multiple VISAR probes at a point adjacen
the LD2 cell. Details can be found in Ref. 41.

The shock response ofLD2 was diagnosed with severa
different fiber-optic coupled diagnostics. The relatively lar
samples in these experiments enabled several optical
bundles of 100 and 200mm diameter fibers to be used. The
fiber bundles accessed different lateral positions of
sample, allowing the fielding of multiple, redundant diagno
tics. These included~i! conventional VISAR,~ii ! fiber-optic
shock break out~FOSBO!, and~iii ! spectrally and temporally
resolved spectroscopy. The fringe data from the conventio
VISAR diagnostic, which in these experiments is indicati
of the Doppler shift from the shock front of theLD2 ~at
shock pressures above;30 GPaLD2 becomes reflective2!,
was recorded on a digitizer at a sampling rate of either 4 o
Gigasample/s. However, the VISAR diagnostic used pho
multiplier tubes~PMT! to convert the light signal to an elec
trical signal, thus the time resolution of VISAR data w
limited to ;1 – 2 ns. The FOSBO diagnostic, sensitive to t
sudden change in reflectivity upon emergence of a str
shock, utilized a streak camera to provide high tim
resolution recording of the reflected signal. Typically, t
streak rate of the FOSBO camera was set to prov
;50– 200 ns of recording time, resulting in a temporal re
lution of ;0.25– 1 ns. The spectrally and temporally r
solved spectroscopy diagnostic utilized a spectromete
provide wavelength dispersion, and a streak camera to
vide temporal resolution. Typically, the streak rate of t
spectroscopy camera was set to provide;100– 200 ns of
recording time, resulting in a temporal resolution
;0.5– 1 ns.

Figure 2 shows sample data obtained from a typicalLD2
experiment~experiment Z824S!.50 Sixteen channels of dat
from VISAR, FOSBO, and self-emission fibers were o

FIG. 2. Typical data obtained in aLD2 experiment, in this case
Z824S;~i! VISAR record of the shock front~solid black line!, ~ii !
FOSBO record~dashed black line!, and ~iii ! self-emission record
~gray line!. Vertical dotted lines indicate break out of the sho
from the aluminum/LD2 interface and the arrival of the shock at th
LD2 /window interface.
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tained for each experiment, allowing up to 16 independ
measurements of the shock velocity in theLD2 sample. In
experiments with a stepped aluminum drive plate, up to f
independent measurements of the shock velocity in the
minum drive plate were obtained. Likewise, in the expe
ments with a composite window, 2–6 independent meas
ments of the shock velocity in the anvil material we
obtained. These multiple, redundant measurements allo
the use of statistical techniques to decrease uncertainty in
measured velocities,51 with typical uncertainties of;0.5– 2,
;3, and;1.5– 3% in the measuredLD2, drive plate, and
anvil shock velocities, respectively. In addition to shock v
locities in theLD2 sample, drive plate, and anvil materia
accurate measurements of the reverberation timing, and
spectral dispersion of self-emission from the shockedLD2
were obtained. Analysis of all mechanical measurements
be discussed in the next sections. Detailed analysis of
spectral dispersion of the self-emission, which provide
measure of the temperature of the shockedLD2, can be seen
in Ref. 52, and was found to be completely consistent w
the mechanical measurements described herein.

A. Principal Hugoniot experiments

The impedance matching method, utilizing the Hugon
jump conditions,53 was used to obtain principal Hugonio
data for the shockedLD2. The shocked state of the driv
plate was determined using the known equation of s
~EOS! of the flyer plate~aluminum or titanium! and drive
plate ~aluminum!, and the measured flyer velocityuv . A
graphical representation of the impedance matching met
is shown in Fig. 3. The initial shocked state of the aluminu
drive plate is described in the pressure-particle veloc
(P-up) plane by the point labeled A, which corresponds
the intersection of the aluminum drive plate Hugoniot, ce
tered atP50,up50, and the flyer plate Hugoniot, in thi
case titanium, centered atP50,up5uv . Since P
5r0Usup , the shocked state of theLD2 is constrained to lie
on a straight line of sloper0Us , where r0 is the initial
density of theLD2 sample andUs is the measured shoc

FIG. 3. Impedance matching method used to obtainup for
LD2 .
9-4
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PRINCIPAL HUGONIOT, REVERBERATING WAVE, AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 144209 ~2004!
velocity. up of the LD2 is determined by the intersection o
the aluminum release isentrope from state A and the
defined by the shock impedance ofLD2, indicated by point
B in Fig. 3. In the present study the Sesame 3700 EOS m
for aluminum54 was used to calculate the release isentro
from state A in the aluminum drive plate. We note that
using a calculated release curve, there is a potential for
tematic error in the inferredup ; this issue will be addresse
in detail in Sec. V. Givenup , the density compression is the
determined from the momentum conservation equation u
the expressionr1 /r05Us /(Us2up). The uncertainty in the
inferred up for LD2 determined in this way was typicall
;2 – 4%. Details concerning the uncertainty analysis can
seen in the Appendix.

In several cases, the driving pressure pulse used to lau
the flyer plate formed a small shock prior to reaching the f
surface of the flyer~impact side!. This was evident by a
sudden jump in the flyer velocity upon initial motion touj ,
referred to as the jump-off velocity~see Ref. 41!. Dissipative
processes associated with this initial shock compression
sult in a slightly elevated temperature of the flyer plate, a
thus a slightly lower density relative to the ambient sta
This altered state of the flyer complicates the impeda
matching analysis to determine the particle velocity state
theLD2. The method employed to compensate for this eff
is the following. First, the measureduj was used to deter
mine the magnitude of the shock that formed in the fly
plate prior to the wave reaching the impact side of the fly
An EOS model for aluminum~Sesame 3700!54 or titanium
~Sesame 4061!55 was used to calculate the densityr08 and
temperatureT08 , corresponding to an isentropic release fro
this shocked state; the thermodynamic state of the flye
impact was assumed to ber08 andT08 .56 The same aluminum
or titanium EOS model was then used to calculate the m
fied Hugoniot for the flyer centered atr08 andT08 . This modi-
fied Hugoniot was then used in the impedance match
method described above to determine the shock state o
aluminum drive plate. This approach was previously va
dated in near-symmetric impact experiments to determine
Hugoniot of aluminum to;500 GPa.41

It should also be mentioned that simultaneous with e
experiment onLD2, a separate impact experiment was p
formed on a room temperature aluminum sample using
same flyer plate panel. Furthermore, the initialLD2 experi-
ments, which utilized stepped aluminum drive plates, p
vided a measure of the shock velocity in the aluminum dr
plate. In both cases the shock velocity in the aluminum~ei-
ther the ambient aluminum sample or the cryogenic dr
plate! was determined from the FOSBO diagnostic to a ty
cal accuracy of;3%. The measured shock velocity in al
minum was compared to the expected shock velocity
ferred from the impedance matching method descri
above. In each case, agreement was observed betwee
two independent measurements, within experimental un
tainty. However, the state of the drive plate could be de
mined to a higher accuracy through impedance matching
ing the measured flyer velocity~typical uncertainty of
;2 – 3% in up) as opposed to the shock velocity measu
14420
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ment (;3% uncertainty inUs translates to;5 – 6% uncer-
tainty in up). Consequently, impedance matching was
preferred method used to infer the shock state of the alu
num drive plate in these experiments~see the Appendix for
details!.

B. Reverberating wave experiments

In typical shock wave experiments, the shock velocityUs
and mass velocityup are measured, as for the Hugoni
experiments described above. Conservation of mass and
mentum are then used~the Rankine-Hugoniot jump
conditions53! to determine pressureP5r0Usup and density
compressionr1 /r05Us /(Us2up). However, uncertainties
in Us and up are magnified when converting to the dens
plane; specifically, the fractional errors inUs and up are
multiplied by the factor (r1 /r021) ~approximately 3–3.5
for LD2). Thus, for highly compressible materials such
LD2, in which up approachesUs , moderate uncertainties in
Us and up lead to significant uncertainties in the inferre
density compression.

A previous publication9 described the use of a reverbera
ing wave technique to infer density compression along
principal Hugoniot. The technique involves monitoring th
relative arrival time of shock waves at theLD2 /sapphire
interface as the shock reverberates between the alumi
drive plate and the sapphire window. This relative timin
which we will show is related to the density compressio
can be used to distinguish between different density val
for LD2 in this higher pressure regime. Further, since
uncertainty in this measurement is not as sensitive to
magnitude of the density compression, it is particularly w
suited for use with highly compressible materials, such
LD2.

After the shock initially traverses the cell, wave intera
tions at theLD2 /sapphire interface result in a transmitte
and a reflected shock, as shown in Fig. 4. This is exploi
by using the reflected shock to probe the location of
aluminum/LD2 interface. The relative velocities of the initia
shock (Us1) and the aluminum/LD2 interface (up1) are di-
rectly related to the density compression along the Hugon
The velocities of the shock and the aluminum/LD2 interface
determine the time that the reflected shock from
aluminum/LD2 interface reaches theLD2 /sapphire interface.
Thus, the ratio of the original transit time across theLD2 cell
(t12t0) to the time between the first and second shock
rival at theLD2 /sapphire interface (t22t1), which will be
referred to as the reverberation ratio, is related to the den
compression of theLD2 in the Hugoniot state.

Qualitatively, one can see from the position-time plot
Fig. 4 ~drawn to scale for an initial shock of;45 GPa in
LD2) that due to the substantial compression ofLD2 upon
first shock, the exact behavior ofLD2 upon reshock has a
relatively small influence on the reverberation ratio. T
comparatively short reverberation time (t22t1) observed is
directly related to the large density compression along
principal Hugoniot. Furthermore, since the reverberation
tio is obtained from a self-emission measurement on a sin
streak camera image, it can be determined to a high degre
9-5
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accuracy, providing a particularly sensitive inference of
initial density compression ofLD2.

One can show quantitatively the strong dependence of
reverberation ratio onr1 . Analysis of the position-time plo
reveals that the ratio of the original transit timet i to the
reverberation timet r is given by

t i

t r
[

~ t12t0!

~ t22t1!
5Fr0Us1S 1

r1Us2
1

1

r2Us3
D G21

, ~1!

wherer0 is the initial LD2 density;r1 and r2 are theLD2
densities due to the first and second shock, respectively;
Us1 , Us2 , andUs3 are the velocities of the first, second, a
third shock, respectively. Equation~1! indicates that apar
from the measured quantitiesr0 and Us1 , the ratio t i /t r
depends onr1 , r2 , Us2 , andUs3 . However, model predic-
tions over the pressure range examined in this study indi
that to a very good approximationr2'1.9r1 ~Ref. 57! and
Us3'Us2'1.1Us1 for LD2; Sesame 72,3 Kerley 03,37

Young,30 tight-binding ~TB!,19 generalized gradien
approximation-molecular dynamics~GGA-MD!,20 and
Desjarlais23 model predictions were compared, and the var
tions from these relations were found to be less than 10%
each of the models. Given this similar behavior upon resh
for the various models being considered forLD2, one can
show that to a good approximationt i /t r'(r1 /r0)/1.39
54.23r1 , wherer1 is expressed in units of g/cm3. Thus, the
reverberation ratiot i /t r is approximately proportional to th
density compression along the Hugoniot. It is to be emp
sized, however, that when comparing experimental meas
ments with the various models forLD2 the above approxi-
mation is not needed since the models uniquely determ
r1 , r2 , Us2 , andUs3 .

FIG. 4. Top: Typical self-emission measurement indicat
shock arrival at the aluminum/LD2 interface (t0), the first shock
arrival at theLD2 /sapphire interface (t1), and the second shoc
arrival at theLD2 /sapphire interface (t2). Bottom: Position-time
diagram indicating trajectories of the shock fronts and interface
14420
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The reverberation time is obtained from time-resolv
spectroscopy measurements; a typical spectroscopy mea
ment is shown in Fig. 4. The self-emission from theLD2
sample provides a clear indication of shock arrival at
aluminum/LD2 interface~at time t0) and also the first and
second shock arrivals at theLD2 /sapphire interface~at times
t1 and t2 , respectively!. In several cases these wave arriv
times could also be clearly observed in the FOSB
measurement.58 We emphasize that the experimental me
surements reported here were possible due to the l
sample sizes and long pressure drive times achievable
the flyer plate impact. The position-time plot shown in Fig
demonstrates the need for constant pressures at
LD2 /sapphire interface for times on order of;30– 40 ns in
these experiments. The constancy of the emission signal
ing the initial transit time and the reverberation time ind
cates that the pressure remained constant through the
time duration of the experiment.59

C. Reshock experiments

As mentioned above, the differences in observable qu
tities for the traditional Hugoniot experiment are small f
LD2, forcing stringent requirements on the accuracy nee
to distinguish between the variousLD2 models. Reverberat
ing wave measurements are one alternative to identify dif
ences in the predicted density compression, as discu
above. A second alternative measurement in this high p
sure regime, which was employed by Mostovychet al., is to
measure the reshock state ofLD2 reflected from a known
anvil material.6,7 As discussed by Mostovych, and shown
Fig. 5, the differences in predicted compression in the E
models for deuterium are magnified after reshock from
high impedance anvil. For a given initial shock velocity
LD2, the softer EOS models predict a higher density, a
therefore higher particle velocity, than do the stiffer mode
The higher density and particle velocity result in higher p
dicted reshock pressures, and thus higher predicted sh
velocities in the anvil material.

Mostovychet al. chose aluminum as the anvil due to th
fact that aluminum is very well studied. In the present wo

FIG. 5. Sensitivity of predicted reshock pressure to the EOS
LD2 . Figure reconstructed from Ref. 7.
9-6
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PRINCIPAL HUGONIOT, REVERBERATING WAVE, AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 144209 ~2004!
emphasis was placed on sapphire as an anvil for two reas
First, sapphire is transparent, and thus wave arrivals at v
ous interfaces could be directly observed at the same la
spatial position in the cell. This eliminates uncertainties d
to nonplanar impacts that necessarily arise when infer
wave arrival through laterally separated measurements.
ond, knowledge of the reshock state inLD2 from a sapphire
anvil provides additional information regarding the reverb
ating wave measurements described above. Howeve
compare with results obtained by Mostovychet al. ~alumi-
num anvil!6,7 and recent measurements at the Omega la
facility (z-cut a-quartz anvil!,13 both aluminum anda-quartz
anvils were also used in the present study.

Shock velocity measurements in the anvil were made
ing both FOSBO and self-emission diagnostics. For
transparent anvils~sapphire anda quartz!, composite win-
dows such as the one shown schematically in Fig. 1~b! were
used. A smaller diameter sapphire ora-quartz window was
attached, using cryogenic epoxy on the edges of the a
window, to a larger diameter sapphire window that co
prised the back window of the cryocell. The central porti
of the anvil window was coated with;1 mm of aluminum
or silver, with the coated side in contact with the sapph
rear window. Fiber bundles were positioned directly beh
the coated central region, allowing shock arrival time m
surements at the anvil/sapphire interface to be determi
and on either side of the coated region, allowing shock
rival time at theLD2 /anvil interface to be inferred. Furthe
more, the probes on either side of the coated region
observed the arrival of the wave at the anvil/sapphire in
face, which was apparent as a sudden change in the obse
self-emission signal.

For the aluminum anvil experiments, a slightly differe
composite window was used. In this case, a small sampl
aluminum (;232 mm square! was attached to the centra
region of the sapphire rear window, using cryogenic epo
on the edges of the aluminum sample. On either side of
aluminum, similarly sized samples of LiF were attached
the sapphire, also using cryogenic epoxy on the ed
Probes were positioned directly behind the two LiF samp
and the aluminum sample. The measured cell dimensi
the measuredLD2 shock velocity, and the measured sho
arrival time at theLD2 /LiF interface allowed the time a
which the shock reached theLD2 /aluminum interface to be
inferred. The transit time in the aluminum anvil was th
determined by comparing this inferred arrival time with t
measured shock arrival time at the aluminum/sapphire in
face.

In addition to the reshock measurements, principal Hu
niot measurements and reverberating wave measurem
~for cells with sapphire anvils! were also made in the sam
experiment. To determine the appropriate thicknesses of
aluminum drive plate,LD2 sample, and anvil material, whil
maximizing the transit times across the cell, and thus
accuracy of the Hugoniot and reverberating wave meas
ments, hydrodynamic simulations were performed usin
1D hydrocodeCTH.60 These simulations were necessary d
to the numerous wave interactions at the various interfa
Reverberation of the shock between the drive plate and a
14420
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material was of particular concern. Since the second shoc
the anvil material, resulting from wave reverberation, ha
Lagrangian wave speed that is significantly higher than t
of the first shock, the second shock will overtake the fi
shock at some position in the anvil material. The inferr
shock velocity in the anvil material would be slightly to
high if this overtake occurred prior to the first shock ful
traversing the anvil thickness.

Based on the hydrodynamic simulations nominal thic
nesses of 250, 550, and 250mm were chosen for the alumi
num drive plate,LD2 sample, and anvil material, respe
tively. For the lower pressure reshock experiments, th
dimensions were sufficient to ensure that the second sh
did not overtake the first shock within the anvil material.
these cases, the first shock velocity could be determine
an accuracy of;1.5– 2%. However, for the higher pressu
reshock experiments, the Lagrangian wave speed of the
ond shock proved to be high enough that the first shock
overtaken prior to reaching the anvil/sapphire interface; t
is particularly true for thea-quartz anvil, which exhibits
larger density compression upon first shock, and thus hig
Lagrangian wave speeds. In these cases, the overtake w
the anvil was observed in both the simulations and exp
ment; a few ns prior to the shock reaching the anvil/sapph
interface a significant increase in emission was observe
the self-emission measurements.61 In these cases, result
from the hydrodynamic simulations were used to make
slight correction~of order 2%! to the first shock velocity in
the anvil. With this correction, the first shock velocity cou
be determined to an accuracy of;3%.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Principal Hugoniot experiments

A total of 28 principal Hugoniot experiments were pe
formed onLD2 over a pressure range of;20– 100 GPa. The
pertinent parameters for these experiments are listed in T
I. uv denotes the measured flyer plate velocity,uj denotes the
measured jump-off velocity, andUs denotes the measure
shock velocity in theLD2. r08 andT08 indicate the estimated
density and temperature states of the flyer plate at impac
described in the previous section. The particle velocityup ,
the pressureP, and the density compressionr1 /r0 are in-
ferred quantities, obtained as outlined in the text. The fi
four columns list weighted average values51 for Us , up , P,
and r1 /r0 ; the experiments were divided into groups wi
commonUs , within ;2 – 3%. It should be noted that th
values of pressure listed in Table I are relative to an ini
density of 0.17 g/cm3 in order to make consistent compar
sons with other published data.1,2,10–12,31–34The actual pres-
sures achieved are nominally of orderr0/0.17'0.982 lower
due to the slightly lower initial density of;0.167 g/cm3 in
the present study.62

The Us-up and P-r1 /r0 data obtained in the presen
study are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7. Also shown in Figs. 6 a
7 are data from Dicket al.31 ~explosively driven!, van Thiel
et al.,32,33 and Nelliset al.34 ~gas gun!, Da Silvaet al.1 and
Collins et al.2 ~laser driven!, Belovet al.,10 Boriskovet al.,11
9-7



TABLE I. Principal Hugoniot data forLD . u is the measured flyer plate velocity at impact,u is the measured jump-off velocity,r08 and T08 are the estimated density and
theLD2 sample as determined by impedance
four columns display weighted averages of the

Weighted averages

up

~km/s!
P

~GPa!
r1 /r0

9.6860.17 22.360.5 3.5060.20

11.7760.14 31.460.4 3.9860.18

13.7260.13 42.360.5 4.2160.16

17.0860.30 65.361.2 4.1660.26

17.7060.14 70.360.6 4.1260.12

18.4260.28 76.261.3 4.1160.22

19.1560.30 81.861.3 4.2160.28

20.1160.31 89.861.7 4.2660.29

21.2260.93 101.064.8 4.1360.64
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69,
144209

~2004!

144209-8
2 v j

temperature states of the flyer plate at impact,Us is the measured shock velocity in theLD2 sample,up is the inferred particle velocity in
matching,P is the inferred pressure, andr1 /r0 is the inferred density compression of theLD2 sample in the shocked state. The final
individual data points forUs , up , P, andr1 /r0 .

Expt.
No.

Flyer
plate

uv
~km/s!

uj

~km/s!
r08

(g/cm3)
T08
~K!

Us

~km/s!
up

~km/s!
P

~GPa! r1 /r0

Us

~km/s!

Z904N Ti 9.4860.07 0 4.417 300 13.560.24 9.6860.24 22.260.6 3.5360.28 13.5560.18
Z904S Ti 9.4960.07 0 4.417 300 13.6160.27 9.6960.24 22.460.7 3.4760.28

Z590 Ti 11.4860.34 0 4.417 300 15.2660.28 11.7360.52 30.461.4 4.3260.70 15.6960.11
Z895N Ti 11.5860.12 0 4.417 300 15.4160.39 11.8460.32 31.061.1 4.3160.56
Z895S Ti 11.4860.11 0 4.417 300 15.7260.39 11.6960.31 31.361.1 3.9060.43
Z698 Al 12.8760.13 0 2.699 300 15.7860.15 11.6960.21 31.460.6 3.8660.23
Z592 Ti 12.2360.37 0 4.417 300 15.9960.31 12.4760.55 33.961.6 4.5560.80

Z792S Al 15.1060.15 4 2.638 587 17.9160.39 13.5060.24 41.161.1 4.0660.37 18.1860.05
Z824S Ti 13.7360.10 2.2 4.407 408 17.9760.11 13.9360.33 42.661.0 4.4560.38
Z792N Al 15.1560.15 2.3 2.685 381 17.9860.40 13.6460.24 41.761.1 4.1460.40
Z824N Ti 13.5560.10 2.2 4.407 408 18.0260.10 13.7460.33 42.161.0 4.2160.34
Z1108 Ti 13.8060.14 3 4.389 530 18.3460.10 13.9360.37 43.461.2 4.1660.36
Z593 Ti 14.0660.42 0 4.417 300 18.6360.15 14.2660.62 45.262.0 4.2760.62

Z634 Al 19.7760.20 6.1 2.498 913 22.4860.19 17.0860.30 65.361.2 4.1660.26 22.4860.19

Z711 Al 20.4360.31 5 2.585 738 23.2360.19 17.8560.39 70.561.6 4.3260.34 23.3360.10
Z710 Al 20.1860.20 5 2.585 738 23.2560.19 17.6460.31 69.761.3 4.1460.26
Z1109S Ti 17.9160.13 4.5 4.327 879 23.3060.36 17.7260.42 70.261.9 4.1860.39
Z1109N Ti 17.9160.13 4.5 4.327 879 23.4360.38 17.8060.42 70.962.0 4.1660.39
Z712 Al 20.3060.15 5.4 2.557 801 23.4560.22 17.6560.27 70.461.2 4.0560.23
Z791S Al 20.3060.41 5.4 2.425 1022 23.4960.41 17.6560.46 70.562.1 4.0260.40
Z791N Al 20.3060.41 5.4 2.425 1022 23.5760.50 17.6460.46 70.762.3 3.9860.42

Z894 Ti 18.5660.09 4.7 4.316 937 24.1060.22 18.4360.40 75.561.7 4.2560.33 24.2860.17
Z893 Ti 18.6060.09 4.5 4.327 879 24.5660.27 18.4260.40 76.961.8 4.0060.30

Z1111N Ti 19.2360.10 0 4.417 300 24.9460.44 19.1760.42 81.362.2 4.3360.43 25.1160.32
Z1111S Ti 19.2360.10 0 4.417 300 25.3060.46 19.1460.42 82.362.2 4.1160.38

Z1110N Ti 20.2260.10 0 4.417 300 26.1160.47 20.1260.44 89.362.4 4.3660.44 26.2660.34
Z1110S Ti 20.2260.10 0 4.417 300 26.4460.50 20.0960.44 90.362.4 4.1660.40

Z946 Ti 22.3860.69 8.7 3.8 2200 28.0060.57 21.2260.93 101.064.8 4.1360.64 28.0060.57
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PRINCIPAL HUGONIOT, REVERBERATING WAVE, AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 144209 ~2004!
and Truninet al.12 ~convergent geometry!. Several theoreti-
cal model predictions are also plotted: Sesame 72,3 Ross,28

and Kerley 03~Ref. 37! ~chemical picture!; TB,19 PIMC,16

GGA-MD,20 and Desjarlais23 ~ab initio!.
Several points are apparent from these comparisons. F

as alluded to above, only relatively slight differences a
observed between the directly measuredUs-up observables
in all of these experiments. These differences are magn
when the results are projected into theP-r1 /r0 plane. Sec-
ond, the lowest pressure experiments in the present s
were found to be in good agreement with results repor
from earlier explosively driven and gas gun experiments

FIG. 6. LD2 Us-up Hugoniots. Theoretical models: Kerley 0
@solid black line~Ref. 37!#; Sesame 72@dot-dashed line~Ref. 3!#;
TB @dotted line~Ref. 19!#; GGA-MD @solid gray line~Ref. 20!#;
Desjarlais@dashed line~Ref. 23!#; PIMC @open circles~Ref. 16!#;
Ross @dot-dot-dashed line~Ref. 28!#. Experiments: Nelliset al.
@black circles ~Ref. 34!#; van Thiel et al. @gray triangles~Refs.
32, 33!#; Dick et al. @inverted gray triangles~Ref. 31!#; Laser-
driven@open squares~Refs. 1,2!#; Convergent geometry@gray circle
initially liquid sample ~Ref. 12!, dark gray circles initially solid
samples~Refs. 10,11!#; this work ~gray diamonds!.

FIG. 7. LD2 pressure-density compression Hugoniots. Lines a
symbols as in Fig. 6.
14420
st,
e

d
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s

well as the lowest pressure laser experiments. Howeve
higher pressures, particularly in the 70–100 GPa range, t
is a distinct deviation between the present results and th
reported from the laser-driven experiments. Contrary to
laser-driven experiments and the Ross model, the pre
results indicate that the Hugoniot stiffens at pressures n
;40– 50 GPa, in good agreement with all of theab initio
models, and the Sesame 72 and Kerley 03 models.

The results from Belovet al., Boriskovet al., and Trunin
et al., shown as weighted average points in Figs. 6 and
agree with the stiffer response observed in the present
periments. Given the fact that these experiments used c
pletely independent experimental configurations, the ag
ment of the inferred density compression makes a str
case for a;4.3- to ;4.5-fold limiting compression for the
equilibrium response ofLD2 along the principal Hugoniot.
However, a caveat is that both experiments utilize the imp
ance matching method, and thus rely on accurate rele
isentropes for aluminum. Nevertheless, this agreement is
couraging given the release studies performed on alumin
by Russian investigators.63 For completeness, it should b
noted that the results at;60 and;120 GPa were obtained
for deuterium initially in the solid state, with a density o
;0.199 g/cm3. Due to this elevated initial density one wou
expect;5% lower density compression compared to an i
tially liquid state with density;0.17 g/cm3.64

B. Reverberating wave experiments

A total of 19 reverberating wave experiments were p
formed onLD2 over a pressure range of;20– 80 GPa. The
pertinent parameters for these experiments are listed in T
II. Us denotes the measured shock velocity in theLD2 and
t i /t r denotes the measured reverberation ratio~initial transit
time divided by the reverberation time!. The final two col-
umns list weighted average values forUs and t i /t r , again
with experiments divided into groups with commonUs ,
within ;2 – 3%.

Results of reverberating wave measurements at sev
initial pressure states are plotted in Fig. 8. We chose to
the initial shock velocity in theLD2 Us1 ~increase inUs1
correlates to an increase inP) as a function of the reverbera
tion ratio t i /t r ~increase int i /t r correlates to an increase i
r1 and thusr1 /r0) to allow for a clearer comparison with
theP-r1 /r0 principal Hugoniot shown in Fig. 7. Also show
in Fig. 8 are several predictions for variousLD2 models:
Sesame 72,3 Young,30 and Kerley 03~Ref. 37! ~chemical
picture!; TB,19 GGA-MD,20 and Desjarlais23 ~ab initio!. We
note that the PIMC~Ref. 16! predictions are not plotted; th
PIMC results, in its region of applicability~above
;50 GPa), are very similar to the Kerley 03 predictions. W
also note that the Ross28 model predictions~not shown! are
very similar to the Young model predictions over the ent
region of interest. All model predictions were obtained usi
the Sesame 3700~Ref. 54! and 7411~Ref. 65! EOS models
for aluminum and sapphire, respectively. The uncertaintie
the model predictions due to the particular EOS models u
will be discussed in Sec. V.

d
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KNUDSON, HANSON, BAILEY, HALL, ASAY, AND DEENEY PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 144209 ~2004!
Several points are apparent from these comparisons. F
the measured reverberation ratio at the lowest pres
(;20 GPa) is in good agreement with the predictions
nearly all of the models~TB and GGA-MD being possible
exceptions!. This is expected since all of the models, exce
for the TB and GGA-MD models where little attention wa
paid to low pressures, agree well with the gas gun Hugo
results.32–34Second, the measured ratios indicate an incre
in shock compression over the predictions of the Sesam
model between;30– 60 GPa. Third, the measured rati
above;40– 50 GPa suggest a definite stiffening of the pr
cipal Hugoniot above;40– 50 GPa, in accordance with th
principal Hugoniot measurements. In particular, the data
the highest shock velocities, corresponding to;70– 80 GPa,
are in excellent agreement with all of theab initio models, as
well as the Sesame 72 and Kerley 03 models. This agreem
corroborates the principal Hugoniot results obtained thro
the impedance matching experiments. If the density co
pression was;sixfold along the Hugoniot, as indicated b
the laser-driven experiments,1,2 t i /t r would continue to in-
crease with increasing pressure, commensurate with the
dictions of the Young model. The fact thatt i /t r is observed
to decrease slightly from;45 to;75 GPa is strong support
ing evidence that;4.5-fold compression is not exceede
along the principal Hugoniot, and that the Hugoniot beg

TABLE II. Reverberating wave data forLD2 . Us is the mea-
sured shock velocity in theLD2 sample andt i /t r is the measured
reverberation ratio. The final two columns display weighted av
ages of the individual data points.

Expt.
No.

Us

~km/s! t i /t r

Weighted averages

Us

~km/s! t i /t r

Z904N 13.5060.24 2.7960.19 13.5060.24 2.7960.19

Z895S 15.7260.39 3.1560.30 15.8160.13 3.2960.13
Z698 15.7860.15 3.3560.17
Z592 15.9960.31 3.2460.32

Z792S 17.9160.39 3.4860.18 18.1860.08 3.3960.07
Z792N 17.9860.40 3.4860.18
Z762N 18.0060.36 3.3760.17
Z824N 18.0260.10 3.4460.18
Z762S 18.1560.54 3.3260.17
Z593 18.6360.15 3.3260.14

Z634 22.4860.19 3.0360.27 22.4860.19 3.0360.27

Z711 23.2360.19 3.0160.26 23.3360.10 3.0860.09
Z710 23.2560.19 2.9460.26

Z1109N 23.4360.38 3.1460.25
Z712 23.4560.22 3.0060.27
Z791S 23.4960.41 3.1360.18
Z791N 23.5760.50 3.1560.18

Z894 24.1060.22 3.0660.23 24.1060.22 3.0660.23

Z1111N 24.9460.44 3.2060.26 24.9460.44 3.2060.26
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to stiffen at pressures above;45 GPa. Furthermore, th
maximum int i /t r observed at;45 GPa implies that a maxi
mum in the density compression along the Hugoniot occ
at ;45 GPa, which is also consistent with the princip
Hugoniot determined from impedance matching. Using
arguments outlined in the previous section@discussion of Eq.
~1!#, this maximum in compression is approximately 4.5-
4.7-fold, in good agreement with the;4.3-fold maximum
inferred from impedance matching.

These reverberating wave measurements also provide
to discriminate, to a first approximation, between some of
stiffer EOS models in the pressure range of 25–50 GPa.
impedance matching Hugoniot measurements over this p
sure range are unable to distinguish between the var
stiffer EOS models, all of which fall within the scatter an
uncertainty of the measurements. However, the difference
model predictions for the reverberation ratio in this press
range are significantly larger and exceed the measurem
scatter and uncertainty. In particular, our data exhibit the b
agreement with the Kerley 03 and Desjarlais models. T
Sesame 72 model is clearly too stiff between;30– 60 GPa.
The GGA-MD model is too soft throughout most of the r
gion of interest. The TB model, while exhibiting good agre
ment throughout most of the pressure range of interes
slightly too soft at pressures just above the gas gun li
(;20 GPa).

C. Reshock experiments

A total of 15 mechanical reshock experiments were p
formed on LD2 over an initial shock pressure range
;20– 100 GPa~final reshock pressures of;70– 400 GPa).
The pertinent parameters for these experiments are liste
Table III. Columns two through five list the measured sho
velocity Us of the LD2 sample, the aluminum~6061-T6!
anvil, thez-cut sapphire anvil, and thez-cut a-quartz anvil,
respectively. The final two columns list the inferred press
P2 and densityr2 for the reshocked deuterium.

FIG. 8. Measured reverberation ratio compared with theoret
predictions. Lines and symbols as in Fig. 6, with one exception
this figure the dot-dot-dashed line is the Young model~Ref. 30!,
which is very similar in behavior to the Ross model~Ref. 28!. Black
diamonds indicate individual calculations of Desjarlais~Ref. 23!.
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TABLE III. Reshock data forLD2 using several different anvils. Columns two through five display the measured shock velocity
singly shockedLD2 , aluminum, sapphire, andz-cut a-quartz samples, respectively. The final two columns display the inferred pressuP2

and densityr2 for the reshocked deuterium.

Expt.
No.

LD2 Us

~km/s!
Al Us

~km/s!
SapphireUs

~km/s!
a-quartzUs

~km/s!
P2

~GPa!
r2

~g/cc!

Z904N 13.5060.24 10.5860.15 82.166.3 1.4260.37
Z904S 13.6160.27 9.2960.21 66.265.9 1.6960.65
Z824S 17.9760.11 13.1260.20 210.0611.7 1.3160.22
Z824N 18.0260.10 12.2260.24 167.069.8 1.2360.20
Z1108 18.3460.10 11.5060.36 183.2613.2 1.0160.14
Z1109S 23.3060.36 13.6260.41 269.3618.2 1.1060.18
Z1109N 23.4360.38 14.5060.44 297.1629.7 1.3660.32

Z894 24.1060.22 14.8660.22 321.8615.4 1.3760.24
Z893 24.5660.27 14.5860.36 276.0618.5 1.1960.20

Z1111N 24.9460.44 15.5560.46 371.6634.2 1.2760.26
Z1111S 25.3060.46 14.6060.44 314.5621.1 1.0760.17
Z1110N 26.1160.47 15.7060.47 382.8635.4 1.4160.33
Z1110S 26.4460.50 15.2360.46 310.5625.0 1.3960.34
Z946N 28.0060.57 15.9560.45 401.9634.6 1.3960.50
Z946S 28.0060.57 16.4560.49 380.1629.3 1.1560.33
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The reshock data for sapphire anvils are plotted in Fig
as shock velocity in the sapphire versus initial shock veloc
in the LD2. Also shown in Fig. 9 are predictions from var
ous LD2 models: Sesame 72,3 Ross,28 and Kerley 03~Ref.
37! ~chemical picture!; TB19 and Desjarlais23 ~ab initio!.
Again, the PIMC~Ref. 16! predictions are not plotted sinc
they are very similar to the Kerley 03 predictions for sho
velocities above 20 km/s. All model predictions were o
tained using the Sesame 7411~Ref. 65! EOS model for sap-
phire. The uncertainties in the model predictions due to
particular EOS model used for sapphire will be discussed
Sec. V.

FIG. 9. Measured shock velocity in sapphire uponLD2 reshock
as a function of initial shock velocity inLD2 . Lines and symbols as
in Fig. 6. Black diamonds indicate individual calculations of De
jarlais ~Ref. 67!.
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,
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The lowest pressure experiment, which corresponds
;22 GPa, is in good agreement with all of the models. As
the reverberating wave experiments, this is expected sinc
of the models are in relatively good agreement with the
gun Hugoniot data.32–34 As the pressure increases, partic
larly above;40– 45 GPa (Us'18– 20 km/s), the predicted
shock velocities in the sapphire, and thus the reshock p
sures in theLD2, diverge. If we consider the Sesame 72 a
Ross models as the extremes~Sesame 72 exhibits the stiffes
response while Ross exhibits the softest response!, the other
models shown tend to follow the Ross model to initialLD2

shock velocities of;18 km/s. However above;18 km/s
these models shift over to a response that is more indica
of the Sesame 72 model. The experimental data also ap
to follow this trend. Similar to the principal Hugoniot an
reverberating wave results, this trend is indicative of an
hanced shock compression relative to the Sesame 72 m
in the;20– 40 GPa pressure range, followed by stiffening
the principal Hugoniot above;40– 50 GPa.

Similar trends are observed in the reshock response f
aluminum andz-cut a-quartz anvils. These results are plotte
in Figs. 10 and 11, along with the Sesame 72, Kerley 03,
Ross models. Predictions from the TB and Desjarlais mod
are not plotted. However, we note that GGA-MD and PIM
calculations performed for an aluminum anvil66 and a single
point from the Desjarlais model for aa-quartz anvil67 exhibit
the same general behavior as that seen for the sapphire a
All model predictions were obtained using the Sesame 3
~Ref. 54! and 7360~Ref. 68! EOS models for aluminum and
a quartz, respectively. The uncertainties in the model pred
tions due to the particular EOS models used for alumin
anda quartz will be discussed in Sec. V.

We note that the results obtained in the aluminum exp
ments differ from that reported by Mostovychet al.6,7 ~not
shown!, although the rather significant error bars and sca
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KNUDSON, HANSON, BAILEY, HALL, ASAY, AND DEENEY PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 144209 ~2004!
of the data make the comparison difficult. Finally, we me
tion that the present results for the experiments withz-cut
a-quartz anvils are in good agreement with similar measu
ments recently made at the Omega laser facility,13 over the
pressure range of overlap~below ;80 GPa).

For completeness, we emphasize that the reshock m
surement is inherently an integrated experiment, since
interpretation depends not only on the behavior ofLD2 along
the principal Hugoniot, but also on the behavior ofLD2 upon
reshock. Thus, conclusions regarding the principal Hugo
are model dependent and cannot be unambiguously d
mined. For example, an observed reshock pressure cou
obtained from a stiff response along the principal Hugon

FIG. 10. Measured shock velocity in aluminum uponLD2 re-
shock as a function of initial shock velocity inLD2 . Lines and
symbols as in Fig. 6.

FIG. 11. Measured shock velocity inz-cut a quartz uponLD2

reshock as a function of initial shock velocity inLD2 . Lines and
symbols as in Fig. 6. Black diamond indicates individual calcu
tion of Desjarlais~Ref. 67!.
14420
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followed by a stiff reshock response; alternatively it cou
also be obtained from a soft response along the princ
Hugoniot followed by a soft reshock response. Neverthele
the general behavior observed for all three sets of exp
ments~principal Hugoniot, reverberating wave, and reshoc!
further strengthens the conclusion of;4.3- to ;4.5-fold
limiting compression for the equilibrium response ofLD2
along the principal Hugoniot.

Note that sinceP1 and r1 are inferred from the imped
ance matching experiments, the measured shock velocit
the anvil material can also be used to infer the reshock p
sureP2 and the reshock densityr2 . These values are liste
in the final two columns of Table III. The uncertainty inr2 is
rather large, due to the propagation of the uncertainty inr1
and the anvil shock velocityUsA . However, even with the
significant uncertainty inr2 , the inferred reshock densitie
further support the stiff Principal Hugoniot response.

IV. DISCUSSION

From the three sets of measurements made in this s
~Hugoniot, reverberating wave, and reshock!, a consistent
picture emerges for the high-pressure response of deuter
First, all three measurements are consistent with the gas
Hugoniot results.32–34 This is significant in that due to the
large sample sizes and long duration of constant pres
achievable in gas gun experiments, those results are con
ered highly accurate. Second, the present results betw
;20– 40 GPa are consistent with a somewhat higher den
compression than that predicted by the earlier chemical
ture models, such as the Sesame 72 model.3 This is evident
in the reverberating wave and reshock experiments by
larger observed reverberation ratio and the higher obse
anvil shock velocity, respectively. Third, there appears to
a maximum in compression along the principal Hugoniot a
pressure of ;40– 50 GPa, consistent with;4.3- to
;4.5-fold compression. This is evident in the reverberat
wave experiments as a maximum in the observed reverb
tion ratio at ;40– 50 GPa. Finally, above;50 GPa there
appears to be a definite stiffening of the principal Hugoni
with the compression approaching fourfold. This is appar
in the reverberating wave experiments as a decrease in
observed reverberation ratio with increasing pressure, an
the reshock experiments as a transition from a behavior
dicative of the Ross model28 to that indicative of the Sesam
72 model. Given these correlations, these three sets of m
surements are self-consistent.

We can also show explicitly the self-consistency of the
measurements through a model-independent analysis. C
sider the reshock pressure and theLD2 initial shock velocity,
two experimental observables, as fixed quantities. These
rameters provide stringent constraints on the possible ra
of measurable reverberation ratios, based upon simple w
propagation arguments. For the following discussion refe
the P-up diagram shown in Fig. 12, which corresponds
the observables from shot Z824. The measured shock ve
ity Us1 requires the initial Hugoniot point to lie on a chor
with slope given byr0Us1 . The density in the first shock
stater1 ~which in this exercise is treated as an independ

-
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PRINCIPAL HUGONIOT, REVERBERATING WAVE, AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 144209 ~2004!
variable!, will determine the particle velocity such tha
(r1 /r0)5Us1 /(Us12up1), i.e., up15Us1(12r0 /r1). The
measured reshock pressure then determines the chord
necting the first shock and second shock state. From
chord one can determineUs2 ~i.e., the slope of the chord i
r1Us2) and r2 @i.e., (r2 /r1)5Us2 /(Us22up2)#. Thus, the
only unknown quantity necessary to determine the reverb
tion ratio isUs3 @see Eq.~1!#. If one makes the assumptio
that Us35Us2 ~a good assumption, based on the argume
presented in Secs. II and V!, thent i /t r can be calculated as
function of r1 , independent of any particular model fo
LD2.

Figure 13 shows such an analysis for a measured in
LD2 shock velocity of 23.360.1 km/s and a measured re
shock pressure of 297627 GPa~corresponds to weighted av
erage values for experiments at;70 GPa). The solid black
line and dashed black lines indicate the possible reverb
tion ratios for the measured reshock state of 297 GPa and
bounds at 270 and 324 GPa, respectively. Also shown on
plot are the measured density compression bounds obta
from the impedance matching Hugoniot measurements~ver-
tical gray band between 4.0 and 4.24!, and the measured
reverberation ratio bounds~horizontal gray band betwee
2.99 and 3.17!. We see that the possible reverberation rat
from the model-independent analysis is in good agreem
with the experimental results, thus establishing the inter
self-consistency of these three measurements. In contras
possible reverberation ratios for a reshock pressure
;400 GPa~Ross model prediction for an initialLD2 shock
velocity of 23.3 km/s!, shown as the solid gray curve in Fig
13, is clearly outside of the acceptable experimental bou
Similar consistency was observed for all of the initial pre
sure states at which we have all three sets of measurem

The overall behavior observed in the present study is c
tured quite well by the recent models of Kerley37 and
Desjarlais.23 The agreement of these two models with t

FIG. 12. Determination of densities and shock velocities fr
the pressure-particle velocity diagram. Shown are chords obta
for a first shock density compression of 4~dashed line! and 6~dot-
dashed line!. In this case the initialLD2 shock velocity is 24.1 km/s
and the reshock pressure is 321 GPa.
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present data set is best seen in comparison with weig
average representation of the individual data points. Gro
of data with shock velocities within;2 – 3% of each other
were averaged with the weights being the inverse square
the uncertainties.51 The resulting weighted average da
points are listed in Tables I and II and shown graphically
Figs. 14 and 15, along with the predictions of the Kerley
and Desjarlais models.

Both models show good agreement with gas gun data
enhanced compression between;20– 40 GPa, evidently due
to the onset of dissociation. This enhanced compressio
quite apparent in the Desjarlais model, with a sudden
crease in density reminiscent of a phase transformation.

ed
FIG. 13. Predicted reverberation ratio as a function of den

compression for an initialLD2 shock velocity of 23.3 km/s and a
reshock pressure of 297 GPa (69%) ~solid black line bounded by
dashed black lines!. The measured reverberation ratio and dens
compression are indicated by the horizontal and vertical gray ba
respectively. The experimental data are bounded by the sides o
gray solid box. The predicted reverberation ratio for a reshock p
sure corresponding to the Ross model~Ref. 28! is also shown for
comparison~gray line!.

FIG. 14. LD2 pressure-density compression Hugonio
weighted average. Lines and symbols as in Fig. 6.
9-13
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KNUDSON, HANSON, BAILEY, HALL, ASAY, AND DEENEY PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 144209 ~2004!
deed, estimations of dissociation along the principal Hu
niot in the Desjarlais model show an abrupt drop in t
bound fraction at pressures above;20 GPa, commensurat
with the abrupt increase in density.23 The density increase i
less abrupt for the Kerley 03 model. However, this mo
also predicts significant dissociation above;20 GPa.37 At
higher pressures, both models are seen to stiffen abrupt
;40– 50 GPa, showing a maximum in shock compress
followed by a decrease in compression as the pressure
creases. We note that above;100 GPa both models are i
excellent agreement with the predictions of the PIM
model,16 a highly accurateab initio treatment at these el
evated temperatures and pressures. In fact, all of the mo
that show reasonable agreement with our results be
;100 GPa tend towards fourfold compression at hig
pressures, which is the limiting compression expected fo
monatomic ideal gas. The only models which exhibit e
hanced compression above;100 GPa are those that als
predict enhanced compression at lower pressures. We
that this general behavior is in good agreement with rec
arguments presented by Nellis.14

A few comments regarding the Kerley 03 and Desjarl
models are appropriate. As mentioned above, the Kerley
model is a complete revision of the Sesame 72 mode
retains the basic concepts and structure of the Sesam
model, but incorporates major improvements, particularly
the treatment of the liquid perturbation theory, the treatm
of molecular vibrations and rotations, and the ionizati
equilibrium and mixture models. In addition, new expe
mental data and theoretical calculations were available
calibrate certain model parameters; in particular the ze
Kelvin isotherms for the molecular and atomic solids, a
the quantum corrections to the liquid phase.37 This model
provides excellent agreement with the measured dynam
response obtained in the present study, and possibly m
importantly, provides a good global EOS valid over a wi
range of pressure, temperature, and density.

The Desjarlais model is a FT-DFT basedab initio model,
in the same spirit of the previously published GGA-M

FIG. 15. Reverberation ratio, weighted average. Lines and s
bols as in Fig. 6. Black diamonds indicate individual calculations
Desjarlais~Ref. 23!.
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model.20 However, several improvements over the previo
GGA-MD treatment were made; of most importance was
use of higher energy cutoffs to ensure convergence of
only the energy, but also the electronic pressure. Also imp
tant, but less so than the higher energy cutoffs, was the
clusion of the zero-point energy in the reference state. Th
improvements resulted in an overall stiffening of the Hug
niot response relative to the GGA-MD model. Notably, u
like the GGA-MD model, the Desjarlais model exhibits e
cellent agreement with the highest pressure gas gun da
criticism of the priorab initio treatments.69 Being anab ini-
tio based model, the Desjarlais model provides physical
sight into the nature of the fluid and allows for estimation
optical and electrical properties in addition to the mechan
properties. However, since calculations have only been
formed for comparison with principal Hugoniot and reve
berating wave experiments,23 the current model is only valid
in a relatively narrow pressure, temperature, and den
range.

V. COMMENTS REGARDING UNCERTAINTY
AND POTENTIAL SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

The present experimental results disagree with previ
results obtained in laser-driven experiments.1,2,6,7 In particu-
lar, the inferred density compression along the Hugoniot a
the reshock pressure obtained in experiments using alu
num anvil materials suggest a stiffer Hugoniot than that
termined from the laser-driven experiments. Since both s
of data~i.e., laser-driven and magnetically-driven flyer plat!
cannot be correct, at least one of the two experimental d
sets must be in error. This assertion is not inconceiva
considering that both of these experimental techniques
relatively new and have not been established over a w
range of experimental conditions. Therefore, we have ta
special care to rule out the existence of systematic error
our work. In this section we discuss each set of experime
separately and comment on the potential sources of sys
atic errors, the possible magnitude of these potential err
and what has been done to mitigate and/or determine
such systematic errors are likely not present.

A. Principal Hugoniot experiments

The most significant source of potential systematic er
in the impedance matching experiments is the accuracy
the aluminum EOS, the standard used in the present princ
Hugoniot experiments, under both compression and rele
Aluminum is one of the most widely studied metals und
compression, thus a significant data base exists to define
Hugoniot of aluminum over the pressure range of interes
this study (;200– 700 GPa). In particular, the magnetica
driven flyer technique was used to obtain near-symme
impact experiments on aluminum to stresses up
;500 GPa,41 in part to validate this technique for perform
ing high-pressure EOS experiments. More recently th
measurements have been extended to initial shock stre
over 700 GPa in truly symmetric impact experiments. T
results of these experiments suggest that the Sesame
model54 for aluminum provides a good description of th

-
f
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PRINCIPAL HUGONIOT, REVERBERATING WAVE, AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 144209 ~2004!
response of aluminum under compression~see Ref. 41!. Thus
the remaining question relates to the accuracy to which
aluminum release isentrope from high-stress states ca
determined.

To determine the accuracy of the calculated release i
trope of aluminum, release experiments were performed
initial shock stresses ranging from;250– 500 GPa, using a
low density (200 mg/cm3) silica aerogel. This technique i
similar to that used by Holmes to measure the alumin
release from;80 GPa, to an accuracy of;1% in up .70

Direct impact experiments were performed to gener
Hugoniot data for aerogel in the range of;30– 75 GPa. Ex-
periments were then performed in which a shock was tra
mitted from the aluminum drive plate into the silica aerog
which simulates unloading to theLD2 state. The measure
Us for the aerogel in the release experiment, along with
measured aerogel Hugoniot, determines a point inP-up
space through which the aluminum release isentrope m
pass. A total of ten release experiments were performed
which release points in aluminum were measured from ini
shock states in the range of;250– 500 GPa. The results o
these experiments are plotted in Fig. 16, along with alu
num release calculations from the Sesame 3700 mode
aluminum.54 The agreement between experiment and ca
lation is within experimental uncertainty over this enti
range. Thus, these measurements validate the Sesame
release behavior over the pressure range of interest in
study, and indicate that no significant errors in the infer
LD2 density are a result of the aluminum EOS. In particu
statistical analysis of the ten experiments indicate no e
dence of a systematic soft or stiff response in the rele
behavior of Sesame 3700, and that the predicted particle
locity for the release state is accurate to within;1%. This
level of agreement translates to an accuracy in the infe
density compression of;3 – 3.5 %, which agrees very we
with the scatter observed in the data groupings listed
Table I.

FIG. 16. Release measurements in aluminum. Solid lines
calculated release paths from Sesame 3700~Ref. 54!, symbols are
experimental measurements using 200 mg/cm3 silica aerogel. Inset
included for more detail.
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Other potential sources of error in the principal Hugon
experiments could include steadiness and planarity of
pressure generated by the magnetically driven flyer plate
pact. The constancy of both the VISAR and self-emiss
profiles from the shock front~see Fig. 2! over the duration of
the experiment indicates that the pressure remains con
to better than;1 – 2 % over the full time duration of the
Hugoniot experiment; the intensity of the self-emission
proportional to the pressure of theLD2 to the ;1.75
power.71 Further, the planarity of impact in the magnetical
driven flyer experiments has been studied, both through
periment and simulation~see Refs. 41,43!. Results of these
studies indicate that the flyer plate is planar to with
;30mm over roughly 3 mm width at impact~corresponding
to an effective tilt of;10 mrad), and within;5 – 10mm at
;2 mm width (;2 – 5 mrad). This is typical of the impac
tilt in conventional gas gun experiments, which often quo
uncertainties of less than 1%.

B. Reverberating wave experiments

Unlike the Hugoniot experiments, the reverberating wa
experiment is only weakly influenced by the accuracy of
aluminum EOS. In mapping the variousLD2 model predic-
tions onto Fig. 8, an uncertainty in the aluminum EOS wou
result in very slight shifts of the predicted curves. The a
minum EOS influences the predicted reverberation ra
through the determination of the third shock velocityUs3 .
Analysis of Eq.~1! indicates that the variation in the sens
tivity of the reverberation ratio to uncertainties inU3 goes as

dS t i

t r
D Y S t i

t r
D'

1

3

dUs3

Us3
. ~2!

Thus, the reverberation ratio is quite insensitive to the a
minum EOS. In particular, a 2–3 % variation inUs3 , which
is a reasonable estimate of the variation inUs3 that would
result from using various aluminum EOS models,72–75would
result in only;1% variation in the predicted reverberatio
ratio. Furthermore, if one considered a;10– 15 % softer
release response for aluminum, the magnitude required
the present impedance matching method to produce resu
agreement with the density compression inferred in the la
driven experiments, the resulting change in the predicted
verberation ratios would only be;3%. In contrast, the mea
sured reverberation ratios at;70– 80 GPa are of order 25%
lower than the predictions of the Young30 or Ross28 models.

The reverberating wave experiment is somewhat m
sensitive to uncertainties in the sapphire EOS, which de
mines both the second shock velocityUs2 and the second
shock densityr2 . Again, analysis of Eq.~1! indicates that
the variation in the reverberation ratio goes as

dS t i

t r
D Y S t i

t r
D'

dupA

upA
, ~3!

wheredupA /upA is the uncertainty in sapphire anvil partic
velocity for a given sapphire shock velocity. While there
limited Hugoniot data for sapphire in the pressure range
200–400 GPa, this uncertainty should only be of ord
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KNUDSON, HANSON, BAILEY, HALL, ASAY, AND DEENEY PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 144209 ~2004!
1–2 %. In particular, the sapphire EOS used to obtain
predicted reverberation ratios is likely adequate, based u
the similarities in the observed reshock behavior ofLD2 in-
ferred from sapphire, aluminum, anda-quartz anvil materi-
als. This point will be discussed further below. Again, th
uncertainty would manifest itself as slight shifts, of ord
1–2%, in the predicted curves for the various models t
appear in Fig. 8.

A final potential source of systematic error in the rev
berating wave experiment is the steadiness of the shock
the full timescale of the experiment. The position-time p
shown in Fig. 4 demonstrates the need for constant pres
at the LD2 /sapphire interface for times on order
;30– 40 ns in these experiments. The constancy of the s
emission signal shown in Fig. 4 during the initial transit tim
and the reverberation time suggests that the pressure
remain constant over the timescale necessary, at least fo
experiment~experiment Z824!. However, due to opacity ef
fects in the sapphire window at higher reshock pressure
was not always possible to evaluate the constancy of p
sure during the reverberation time from self-emission m
surements.

To determine the effect of constant pressure dwell time
the expected reverberation ratio, a series of hydrodyna
simulations were performed for an initial pressure state in
LD2 of ;70 GPa, using both the Young30 and the Kerley 03
~Ref. 37! models. In these simulations the initial flyer pla
thickness was varied from 175 to 500mm, which effectively
varied the constant pressure dwell time in the simulatio
The results of the simulations indicate that for effective fly
thicknesses greater than;225– 250mm, the resulting rever-
beration ratio was unchanged. For thicknesses less
;225mm, the release wave emanating from the rear of
flyer plate causes the aluminum/LD2 interface to slow down
prior to interaction with the oncoming reflected wave fro
the LD2 /sapphire interface, resulting in a longer reverbe
tion time. It was found that in order to reproduce the me
sured reverberation ratio using a soft EOS forLD2, such as
the Young model, an effective flyer thickness of;175mm
was required.

Magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! simulations indicate tha
at least;300mm of the original flyer thickness remain
unaffected by magnetic diffusion upon impact of the flyer
the target.43 Thus, these simulations suggest there are no
fects of attenuation in the present reverberating wave exp
ments. However, more pragmatic bounds can be placed
the flyer thickness from experiments performed onLD2,
silica aerogel, and aluminum. In theLD2 hydrodynamic
simulations, a flyer of at least;200mm thickness was re
quired to ensure that the release from the rear of the flyer
not overtake the initial shock wave in theLD2 prior to the
shock reaching theLD2 /sapphire interface. Given that n
drop in the self-emission signal was observed during the
tial transit time in any of the present experiments, the fl
thickness must have been at least;200mm. Similarly, the
experiments performed on silica aerogel require flyer p
thicknesses of at least;225mm. Finally, previously re-
ported symmetric impact experiments performed
aluminum41 require at least;250mm of flyer thickness.
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These experimental results provide a more convincing ar
ment that the present reverberating wave experiments
either unaffected, or only slightly influenced, by attenuati
effects.

C. Reshock experiments

The most significant source of potential systematic er
in the reshock experiments is the uncertainty in the EOS
the anvil material under compression. In mapping the vari
model predictions onto Figs. 9–11, any uncertainty in
anvil EOS would result in slight shifts of the predicted an
shock velocity curves for the various models. However,
predicted shock velocity of the anvil is only weakly sensiti
to uncertainties in the anvil EOS. It can be shown that va
tions in the predicted anvil shock velocityUSA

go as

dUSA

USA

'
1

2

dupA

upA
, ~4!

wheredupA /upA is the uncertainty in the anvil particle ve
locity for a given anvil shock velocity.

As mentioned above, the aluminum EOS under compr
sion is very well known. Likewise, the EOS ofz-cut a quartz
under compression is well known; quartz has commo
been used as a standard in several high-pres
experiments.76 Sapphire is the least well known of these a
vil materials, at least in the pressure range of interest in
study (;85– 400 GPa). However, considering the relative
low impedance ofLD2 compared to aluminum, quartz, an
sapphire, the similarity in the reshock behavior ofLD2 in-
ferred from the present experiments using these three a
materials indicates that Sesame 7411 model for sapphi65

used in the present comparisons, is likely an accurate EO
this high pressure regime. Furthermore, recent sapp
Hugoniot experiments between;1000– 2000 GPa~Ref. 77!
show reasonable agreement with Sesame 7411, albeit t
measurements are at significantly higher pressures than t
achieved in the present work (;400 GPa).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Using a magnetically driven flyer plate technique, t
high-pressure response ofLD2 has been studied to pressur
of ;400 GPa and densities of;1.5 g/cm3. Using an imped-
ance matching method, Hugoniot measurements were
tained in the pressure range of;20– 100 GPa. Results o
these experiments suggest a stiff response ofLD2 shocked to
pressures up to 100 GPa, with a peak density compres
along the Hugoniot of approximately 4.3. The stiff Hugoni
response observed in the impedance matching experim
was confirmed in simultaneous, independent measurem
of the relative transit times of shock waves reverberat
with the sample cell. Results from the reverberating wa
experiments suggest a peak compression along the prin
Hugoniot of ;4.5, in good agreement with the impedan
matching result of;4.3. Finally, reshock measurements
LD2 using sapphire, aluminum, anda-quartz anvils further
corroborate this stiff response.
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These measurements, principal Hugoniot, reverbera
wave, and mechanical reshock, were shown to be intern
self-consistent through a model-independent analysis.
individual results, taken as a whole, provide a consistent
ture for the high-pressure response ofLD2. Slightly above
the upper end of the gas gun results,32–34 between
;20– 40 GPa, an increase in shock compression is obse
which is somewhat larger than that predicted by the ear
chemical picture models,3–5 such as the Sesame 72.3 There
appears to be a maximum in compression along the princ
Hugoniot at a pressure of;40– 50 GPa. This maximum i
consistent with;4.3- to ;4.5-fold compression. Finally
above;50 GPa there appears to be a definite stiffening
the principal Hugoniot. These trends in the experimental
sults are in excellent agreement with the Kerley 03 mode37

a recent complete revision of the Sesame 72 chemical pic
model, and the recent FT-DFT basedab initio model by
Desjarlais.23 This general behavior also supports recent ar
ments presented by Nellis concerning the high-pressure
sponse of hydrogen and deuterium.14

We note that the results of the present work are also fo
to be in good agreement with recent experimental results
to ;100 GPa obtained using convergent geome
techniques.10–12 However, our results are in disagreeme
with previously reported results from laser-drive
experiments.1,2,6,7This disagreement prompted a careful co
sideration of potential systematic errors associated with e
of the three experiments performed in this study. In parti
lar, we assessed the constancy of the pressure drive thr
the VISAR and self-emission measurements, the effect
uncertainty in the EOS of the anvil materials, and the ac
racy of the impedance matching technique through si
aerogel experiments. The results of all of these studies i
cate that the conclusions drawn from the measurements
scribed here are internally self-consistent, and are likely
significantly influenced by systematic errors.
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APPENDIX: HUGONIOT UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

The uncertainties in theLD2 particle velocityup , pres-
sure P, and density compressionr1 /r0 , listed in Table I
correspond to the uncertainties resulting from random er
in the determination of theLD2 shock velocityUs and the
aluminum drive plate particle velocityupAl . The uncertain-
ties listed in Table I do not include contributions due to t
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accuracy of the calculated aluminum release response; it
shown that the Sesame 3700~Ref. 54! model adequately rep
resented the release response of aluminum~see Sec. V!.
Since the result of a systematic error in the release resp
would be slight shifts, of order a few percent, in the inferr
density compression, and since these shifts would be no
nally the same amount for each data point, it was deem
appropriate to treat the potential error in the density inf
ence due to the accuracy of the calculated release resp
separately, as discussed in Sec. V. The discussion prese
here relates to the uncertainties inup , P, andr1 /r0 result-
ing from uncertainties inUs andupAl .

Us was a measured quantity in the experiment, and t
the uncertainty inUs was determined by the accuracy
which the shock velocity could be inferred from the expe
mental records, which was typically;0.5– 2%. upAl was
inferred from the measured flyer velocity and an impeda
matching method, using the known Hugoniot response
aluminum and titanium. Thus, the uncertainty inupAl had
contributions from both the uncertainty in the measured fl
velocity ~typically ;0.5– 1%) and the uncertainty assoc
ated with the impedance matching process.

For experiments using aluminum flyer plates, the impa
were nearly symmetric~slightly different densities due to
shock formation in the flyer plate, and due to cryogenic te
perature of the drive plate!. In these cases the particle velo
ity could be determined to within;0.5– 1%, from the mea-
sured flyer plate velocities and slight corrections to t
expressionupAl5uv /2 expected for purely symmetric im
pacts~see Ref. 41 for details!. For purposes of uncertaint
analysis, a value of 1%, which represents an upper bou
was taken to be the contribution to the uncertainty due to
impedance matching process for experiments using alu
num flyer plates. To be conservative,dupAl /upAl for the alu-
minum flyer plate experiments was taken as the linear sum
the uncertainty in the measured flyer velocity~typically
;0.5– 1%) and the 1% uncertainty due to impedan
matching, as opposed to the square root of the quadratic s

For experiments using titanium flyer plates, which a
clearly nonsymmetric impact conditions, the uncertainty
the high-stress EOS of both aluminum and titanium must
taken into account. For this discussion it is assumed that
Us-up response of both materials can be treated as lin
~i.e., Us5C1Sup) in the stress range of interes
(;200– 700 GPa). Given this assumption, and the Rank
Hugoniot conservation equations,53 the stress state of the ta
get material and flyer plate material can be written as

s5ral~Cal1SalupAl !upAl

5r ti$Cti1Sti~uv2upAl !%~uv2upAl !, ~A1!

where ral and r ti are the initial densities of the aluminum
drive plate and titanium flyer plate, respectively, andCal ,
Sal , Cti , andSti are the coefficients of the linearUs-up re-
lations for aluminum and titanium. Equation~A1! can be
solved forupAl :
9-17



upAl5

AS ral

r ti
Cal1Cti12StiuvD 2

14uvS ral

r ti
Sal2StiD ~Cti1Stiuv!2S ral

r ti
Cal1Cti12StiuvD

. ~A2!
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Following standard techniques for uncertainty analysis,51 un-
certainties inupAl due to uncertainties inCal , Sal , Cti , and
Sti would be determined by evaluating partial derivatives
Eq. ~A2! with respect to these variables. However, these p
tial derivatives are quite involved and are omitted here.
stead, variations inupAl were evaluated for reasonab
changes in each ofCal , Sal , Cti , andSti , within the bounds
of the experimental data for aluminum and titanium.41,78–80

For reasonable uncertainties inCal , Sal , Cti , and Sti
(;2 – 3% and;5% for the aluminum and titanium coeffi
cients, respectively!, the resulting variations inupAl obtained
from Eq. ~A2! were of order60.2– 1%, with the larges
variation due to the uncertainty inSti . The total uncertainty
in upAl due to the impedance matching process was t
taken to be the square root of the quadratic sum of th
variations inupAl . For purposes of uncertainty analysis,
value of 2%, which corresponds to a 1% variation result
from variations in eachCal , Sal , Cti , andSti , was taken to
be the contribution to the uncertainty due to the impeda
matching process for experiments using titanium flyer pla
To be conservative,dupAl /upAl for the titanium flyer plate
experiments was taken as the linear sum of the uncertain
the measured flyer velocity~typically ;0.5– 1%) and the
2% uncertainty due to impedance matching, as oppose
the square root of the quadratic sum.

Given Us and upAl , the following procedure was fol
lowed to determineup , P, r1 /r0 , and the associated unce
tainties. The Sesame 3700 EOS model54 was used to calcu
late the release isentrope from the shock state of
aluminum drive plate defined byupAl . Two pressure-particle
velocity points (P1 ,up1) and (P2 ,up2) were chosen along
the release isentrope in the vicinity of theLD2 Hugoniot
point; one point a few GPa above and one point a few G
below the chord defined byr0Us . These points were used t
determine the approximate slopeS of the release isentrope i
the vicinity of theLD2 Hugoniot point, i.e.,

S[
P12P2

up12up2
. ~A3!

up , P, andr1 /r0 could then be determined from the inte
section of the straight line through the point (P1 ,up1) with
slopeS and the chord defined byr0Us :

up5
P12Sup1

r0Us2S
, ~A4!

P5r0UsS P12Sup1

r0Us2S D , ~A5!

and
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5

Us~r0Us2S!

Us~r0Us2S!2~P12Sup1!
. ~A6!

Equations~A4!–~A6! depend on the quantitiesP1 , up1 ,
and S which relate to the release isentrope. As mention
above, in this analysis we treat the release response of
minum as being known. However, there remains an unc
tainty in the location of the release isentrope due to the
certainty in the shock state of the aluminum drive plate. I
expected that variations inS are small for slightly different
initial shock states in the drive plate, and thus are neglec
The remaining uncertainty in the location of the release is
trope is effectively an uncertainty in the point (P1 ,up1).
Since the release isentrope is being treated as a straigh
of slopeS, the uncertainty in bothP1 andup1 can be reduced
to an effective uncertainty in one of the two variables; t
uncertainty inP1 can be accounted for by an equivalen
additional uncertainty inup1 .51 Comparison of release isen
tropes spanning the initial shock states in the drive pl
given by upAl6dupAl , wheredupAl was determined as de
scribed above, indicates that for a givenP1 the variation in
up1 is such that

dup1

up1
'

dupAl

upAl
, ~A7!

at least in the pressure range of interest for this study. Th
fore the fractional uncertainty inup1 was taken to be equal to
the fractional uncertainty inupAl .

Following standard techniques for uncertainty analysis51

uncertainties inup , P, andr1 /r0 due to uncertainties inUs
and up1 were then determined through the following rel
tions:

dup5AS ]up

]up1
dup1D 2

1S ]up

]Us
dUsD 2

, ~A8!

dP5AS ]P

]up1
dup1D 2

1S ]P

]Us
dUsD 2

, ~A9!

and

d
r1

r0
5AS ]r1 /r0

]up1
dup1D 2

1S ]r1 /r0

]Us
dUsD 2

, ~A10!

where up , P, and r1 /r0 are given by Eqs.~A4!–~A6!.
These are the values of the uncertainties listed in Table

We reiterate that the above discussion is concerned w
the random errors associated with measurement of
shocked state of the drive plate and theLD2 shock velocity,
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assuming that the release response of aluminum is
equately described by the Sesame 3700 model. We ackn
edge that there is the possibility of a systematic error as
ciated with the aluminum release response. However, ba
on the aluminum release measurements using silica aer
~described in Sec. V! and the internal self-consistency of th
three measurements performed in this study~described in
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Physics, Washington State University, Pullman, Washing
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